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a res~~i t ,  v~hen the first surface exceeds Iha predeternlined 

3,B77,933 temperalure, the contacts establioh a high conductivity 
THEWML SWITCH h c a ~  :ransler path beiween the first anc2 scccind surfaccs 

J ~ u @ s  E. Webb, Adln in id~a to~  of the NabiofiaI Aera- and GXCCCUS heat is transferred Iherebetwzcn. When the 
anautics md Space Adalajrsi?$ralion, with respect to an 
hwenntiam of Joliala M. Boaag~an, PngHe~~oad, Callif. 5 first surfacc is below the predetermined temperature, the 

Piled Peb. 15, 1363, Bes. No. 259,487 contacts are responsively opened to di5rlipt the co~duc-  
11 GBaims. (el. 145-96) tion path whereby negligible heat transfer occiirs between 

the two surfaces and heat is conserved at the first surface. 
This invention relates generalry to devices for selec- Consequently, the temperatnrc at the first surface is con- 

tively transferring heat from one region to another in ac- 10 tinuously regulated to the predetcrinined tenzperature. 
cordance with cyclic variation in temperatwe of the first It is yet another object of the invention to provide a 
region so as to maintain same at  a constant tenqerature. t l ~ ~ ~ i n a l  switch ol the class described mhicl~ is capable oi 
The invention is more particularly directed to a thern~al corn~ietely aotomatic and unattended te~ilperaiure rcgola- 
switch for the foregoing purpose, which is operable to iion. 
establish a heat transfer path between a first region and 15 It is still another object of the in~~ention to provide a 
a second heat dissipating region in rcsponse to tempera- then11a1 switch of the class dcsc*ib:d wherein means 
tures equal to or greater than a predetermined tempera- are provided to prevent seizu~e or cold welding of the 
ture while preventing or minimizing heat transler at tern- thermal contacts under conditions of high temperature 
peratures below the predeterulined temperature to there- and low pressure to thereby insure reliable switch opcla- 
by maintain the first region at substantially the predeter- 20 iion over a wide rangc of environmental conditions, such 
mined temperature. as are encountered in outer space. 

Pn various applications it is desirable that a surface, One other object of the invention is the provision of 
region, or the like, subjected to cyclic variation in tem- a thernial switch hnavinz a rclnlivc?)~ simple, yet rugged 
perribre be maintained at a substantially constant pre- construction. 
determined temperature. To this end, it is desirable thal 25 It is a further object of the ir~vcniion to provide a 
heat be conserved when the temperature is below the thermal switch whicla is ideally suited lo the thermal con- 
desired constant temperature and that heat be efficiently trol of spacecraft components to maintain substantially 
dissipated when the temperature exceeds the desired con- conslant temperature conditions tl~ereat, irrespective of 
stant temperature. For example, in connection with vari- cyclic solar radiation environments and the like to which 
ous space craft, such as satellites orbiting the earth, or 30 they may be subjected dnring sp~.cecraft missions. 
interplanetary probes, it is necessary that a constant lem- Further objects and advantages of the invention will 
perature on certain component parts within the craft be become apparent upon consideration or' the followin2 
inainiained under varying external and/or internal heat descri2tion talien in conjunction with the accompanying 
loads. Many spacecraft missions impose such .varying drawings pertaining io a single preferled enlbodimcnt of 
heat loads due to the cyclic solar radiation environment $6 thc present invention, wherein: 
and variable electronic coinponent dissipations within in- FIGURE 1 is an exploded perspective view of the 
strument conlpartnlents. It  is desirable that the regions thermal switch of the present invention, 
oE the instrument paskages be controlled in order to main- FIGURE 2 is a side clevational view of the switch with 
tain a substantially constant temperature therein despite portions broken away to illustrate the internal construe- 
the cyclic temperature variation of the environment. By 40 tion, the switch being depicted in closed thermal conduct- 
conserving internal heat energy within the compartment, ing condition, 
when it is subjected to a cold or shaded environment, and FIGURE: 3 is a view similar to FIGURE 2, but depict- 
dissipating heat from the comparlmcnt when ir:!enlal tem- ing the switch in opsn thermal insulating condition, 
p e r a ~ c ~ e s  ~ e c o n e  cuccssive, a reiative!y constant tolerable FIGURE 4 is a sectional view taken at line 4-4 of 
compartment temperature may be maintained which is 45 FIGURE 2, 
compatible with reliable operation of the instrument pack- FIGURE 5 is a sectional view taken at line 5-5 of 
ages enclosed therein. It will be thus appreciated that FIGURE 2, and 
in the foregoing specific application, as well as under FIGURE 6 is a sectional view laken at line 6-6 of 
other equivalznt conditions of variable heat load, it is FIGURE 2. 
desirnb!e that means be provided to ant on la tic all^ and Considering now the invention in soaiev~hal greater dc- 
unatteodedly provide for the selective dissipation and con- tail, and referring to the illrstrated forill tlzereof in the 
scrvaiion of heat in response to cyclic variations in tem- drawing, a thermal switch BB in accordance ~ t h  the 
peratnre abovc and below a predetermined temperature. present invention is seen to includs in basic respects a 
In this manner it is possible to continuously rcgulate thermaiiji condnctiue plate 12, or the Ei:te, alranged to dis- 
temperatures to the desired predetermined valuc. 55 sipate heat by radiation and/or conduction, and having a 

Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention to fixed thermal confact 13 projecting ihe~efrom. The con- 
provide a thermal switch which is capable of establishing tact is in thermally conducting rejatiotl the i?laie 
a high conductivity heat transfer path from a first region is integral ihere.+Jilh, ~h~ switc.l further 
to a second heat dissipating region when telllperatllres in BO in!ludes a movable thermal coiliact 14 in association 
the first region are equal to or greater than a predeter- ~mth  teclpe~ature responsive nlounting means 16, 
pined temperatnre, a3d su!~si~n'iiaI~ji insnlati3;q lhc first ed for t'ncrmaliy conducting seccrance to a surfacc of a 
and second regions each 'Iher when the n;elnbpr to be temperature conlroEIcd, such 3 s  a secolld 
of the first region is below the predetermined temperature. 

Another and more specific object of the invention is plate 13. The plate 312 and mounting meen-, 26 are se- 

the provision of a switch in a of n5 mred to cp~osi te  ends of a thers~~ally iasuiallr~:: Fotr.;ing, 

thernlal contacts are in heat exchange relation or case 18 ivith the thermal contacts 13, E4 being dis- 

with a pair of high conductivity surfaccs in- p o ~ e d  therein in alignrrent. It will be thus :tppreciated 
sulaied from each other, temperature responsive means that the case 18 thermally iselat-s the piate 12 from the 
being also provided to nlouat of the for rnountinz llncans 16, and tllercfore from any surface, such 
movement into and out of xaith the other con- 70 as plate 17, to \~#hicb the mountin,o rncsns miy  be at- 
tact in response to temperature variation of the first sur- tached. Thc mounting means 16 is ar;an,o-,d, in a man- 
face above and below a pre&lcrmine3 temperature. As ncr snbsec~~~cnrly dcsczibad in dctail, lo Innn,idlc Ihe con- 
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tact A4 riri~E oil-1 of the i~~ia l  conductiiig engagement to the ling 28 of case 18, the outer cnds of the strips 
~ 4 1 t h  contact 113 in response to the plaie X7, or other sur- are clamped therebetween. Thus, the bi-metallic stlips 
facc to wwkiclr the ~ i ~ o m t i n g  means $6 is secured, vary- 28 suppoit the contact plug I 4  centrally of the ring 22 
1~2g in teln?cratuie above and below a preclcicrnlincd tern- and cdbi~~g 18, and in response to temperature changes 
;.eraitrre. The n~sunlmg mcans 14 is fu~tller arranged to 5 serve io translate the plug coaxially of the case. The 
LL ahlrsh a high conduciivity hcat transfer path bciween sttips are appropriatciy designed relative to their posi- 
~ o , i t a ~ t  14 anil Ihc plate 17, or other s~~rface.  Hence, l~oris of 2'ttach:ilent to the plug 14, and to llie position 
~~2.1cn thc icri~pcr aiurc of plate 17, or other srrrlace, equals of such plng ~clelive lo the plug 13, such that for stlip 
ol cxcccd; [he predclzrmined temperature, and the con- tcz-pelatules below a predetermined temperature, the 
lack 13, 14  are responsively engaged, as depictcd in 10 plug 84 is held oct of engagement with plug 13 and a 
1' r' I - ~ u U B E  2, a hish conductivity heat transfer path is gap eaids thelcbetween as depicted in FIGURE 3. At 
est,lblished from the plate 19, through the mounting the predetermined tempelature, however, the sirips posi- 
means 16 :tnd contacts 13, 14  to the plate 82. The ex- tion the pl~ig 14  in engagement with plug 13, as depicted 
cess heat is read~ly dissipated from plate 92, to in tuin in FIGURE 2, and for temperatures in excess of the pre- 
decrease the temperature at plate 17. When plate 17 15 determined temperature, the strips urge the plug 14 against 
is at a temperatu~e below the predeternai~~ed tcrnpcratnlc the plug 93 with increased pressure. The bi-metallic 
'lnd the conlac:s ale disengaged, as depictzd in FIGURE stl:ps ale both conduction and radiation coupled to a 
3, the high conductivity hcat transfer path through the surIacee, sacla as plate 17, to which the mounting ring 22 
co~tacts  is broken, and inasmuch as the plate 12 and may be ailached and accordingly the predetermined con- 
n:c?~~n:ing mcms 15 are insulated lroila each other by the 20 lac1 temperature of the strips is subataniialiy equal to 
casc 18, transfzs of heat between thc plate 12 and plale that at ihe surface. Maximized radiation coupling be- 
$7 czn occur crly by radiation and gaseous conduction twcen the strips and surface, of course, conlribctes to the 
zt a xsiativeEy low. rate. Heat is now conseq~~enlly con- equality of the temperatures t5ereat, and to this cnd the 
~ e r t c d  at plate 1 7  nntil such time as the temperature c\lcr;oily facing strip surfaces are preferably of a high 
thereof becomes excessive and the srvitch is again actuated 25 emiltancc. 
to ctTdct h a t  transfer to piale 12 for dissipation. 11 will be appreciated that slight deviations between the 

Although t l i ~  thcsmal switch ouilirlcd E~ereinbefo~e may thermal res,>onses of the respective bi-metallic strips 28 
txl:e a variety o l  specific structural forms, in the preferred may exist which lend to effect a slight misaiignment be- 
en.bodiment de2icted in the diawings the contacts 13, tween the contacts 13, 14 which wou!d detract from a flat 
14 are prefe~aoly provided as cylindrical plugs of high 30 uniPorin ccniact Ihcrebetvteen. This ciificulty may be 
conduciivity mate-ia:, stich as copricr or aluniinum. In g1e:rtEy n~inin~ized by providing a slight amount of free 
addition, the opposcd faces of the conltacts arc preferably play between the oilter ends of the strips and I'ne sap- 
ei'  lo^,.^ wavincs~, 2nd selected to hage a negligible root poit grooves 31. A two-lo-lhrce mil circumferential gap, 
inearl square roclghness less than, For example, 50 micro- for cxampk, between Ibe stlips and grooves allows suf- 
inchcs, :o Gztc;ii!,.te inini!-~izaiisn of ccntact t h e ~ ~ n a l  resist- 35 fciezt rotation of thc pl~lg 14 to substantially counter- 
ancc. TI'c c x c  12 is preierably of cylinriricai tubular act any slight misalignment eflects. The clastic corn- 
config~~mtion al1d fabricated fro111 a low conductivity plas- ~ l iance  of the c:uciform bi-metal assembly also contributes 
tic oa eqrritaleni nlateiial. Rings 89 and 21, or the like, lo lhc misalignment compensation and as arl overall result 
are advantageouslj pro1 iJed within the opposite ends of 3 substantialiy, flat s!niiorn~ cont?.ct is provided between 
the casc to define fian=e structure for facilitating attach- Sd the plugs 13, 14. 
ment of plate 12 and mounting means $4 to the opposite As rcga~ds the thermal conduction member 24 of the 
ends thereof. temperature responsive mounting means 16, this mem- 

Considering anow the temperature responsive mount- ber may be advantageously provided as a plurality of Aexi- 
ing nleans 16 in greatx detail as to preferred slructme, ble strips possessing high thernlal conductivity, radially 
such means aclvanfageously includes a ring 22 of cop- secured between the plug 14 and the mounting ring 22. 

45 
gei, or equivalent high conductivity material. The ring More particularly, four groups 32 of superposed thin foil 
is attached at one end to the Ganse ring 21 of the case strips 33, of copper, or sinlilar material possessing a high 
18, and is ad2pted for attachment at the other end to a thermal conductance, are preferably provided in the form 
zriface, sucla as plate 17, which il is desired be control!ed of a cr~~ciform. The foil strip groups are secured be- 
as to tcz~~perature. The ring 22 also serves lo mount a Iw-en the plug 14 and ring 22 at positions circumferen- 
iienpelaiure responsi~ie translating element 23 in asso- tially intern~ediate the bi-metallic strips 28 so as to not in- 
ciation wit11 the contact I-?, and a hi211 ccanductivily terfere with the line-of-sight radiation coupling batween 
i71erxal cond:lctance mernber 24 extending between such the latter and the surface to be temperature controlled. 
cc=:tclct and th- ring to define a higb conductivity heat In other ~vords, the groups 32 of foil strips are displaced 
tgan~fer path. TO ihc foregoing ends, the ring 22 is pref- 6 5  45" from the bi-metallic strips 28. To facilitate secur- 
erably forn~ell with an outwardljr flared flange 26 at one allCC of the groups of foil strips, they are preferably 
end and an inwadPy flared flange 27 at its opposite end sccared at thcir inner ends within a circumferential groove 
to ~es~;ectivcly facilitate bolted attachment to  a surface, 34 f o r n d .  in the plug 14 at a position longitudinally 
such as plate 17, and bolted coaxial attachment to the ebtwardly displaced from the collar 29 of the bi-metallic 
rlnz 21 of case 88. Thc temperature responsive translat- stlip assc~nbly. The outer ends of the groups of foil 
in,o qcmber 23 is then advantageously provided as a bi- strips are securcd, as by brazing or equivalent aechcni- 
rl.;ct;llic disc, or, more preferably, a plurality of bi-mctal- cai fastening ii:cans. to the interior surface of the inward- 
Pic strips in radial disposition extending transversely be- ly  Eared Liange 27 of the ring 22. The flexibility oS the 
tween the flange 27 and the contact plug 14, the latter groups of foil strips is, of course, sclected so as to con- 
belng co'1xi.11ly disposed relative to the ling 22. >&ore c5 tribute minimum restraint to the naotion of the bi-metal 
cxpliciily, in the preferred strip construction of the e3e- strips 28. Hn this regard the stiffness of thc foil strip 
nlcnt 23, fosu bi-n?ct~llic strips 28 are preferably arrayed assembly is preferably madc less than 5% of that of 
in a crucifor.r~, with the inner ends of the strips beins the Li-metal. Thus, tile groups of foil s t r ip  have negligi- 
secuied to the plug 14 at, for example, the four sides of ble cBect on the tcmperature responsive translating ac- 
a squaro collar ? h a r r i e d  by the plug. Securance of the 70 tion of the bi-metallic strips 28 inlparted lo  the plug 14, 
outer ends of the strips is facilitated as by means of and yet the groups of foil stlips define a high conduc- 
grooves 31 provided in the exterior Sacc of flange 27 at tiviiy heat transfer path between the ring 22 and the 
90" intervals 2nd extending radially ontward from its plug 14 to facilitate the ready flow of heat between a 
ilzl~er periphery. Thc grooves 31 recei~ie the outer ends surface to which the ring may be attached, and the plug 
of the strips 28 and accordingly, the flange 27 is secured 75 14. 
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With the switch thus constructed and the ring 22 se- the low pressure outer space environment. Aside froin 

cured to plate 17 or other surface to be controlled to a the low gaseous conductance thus afforded interiorly of 
predetermined temperature, the switch functions in the the case, it will be appreciated that overstressing of the 
manner previously outlined to channel excess heat from switch elements in vacuum operations is also prevented. 
the plate 17 to the plate 12 for dissipation, and to con- 5 Where the case interior is vented to atmosphere and 
serve heat at the plate 17, in response to temperature the switch is employed in a vacuum environment as just 
fluctuations at plate 12 about the predetermined tempera- described, certain disadvantages may occur which wonld 
ture. More particularly, for temperatures of plate 17 be- tend to offset the advantages effected. More parliculariy, 
low the predetermined temperature, the assembly of bi- where the interior of the case is maintained at vacugm 
metallic strips 28 is operable to hold the thermal contact 10 pressures, there is substantial possibility of surface 
plug 14 out of engagement with the thermal contact plug seizure or cold welding of the contacts 13, 14  when they 
13, such that substantially the only heat coupling between are engaged, due to the loss of surface filnls and absorbed 
plate 17 and the dissipating plate 12 is due to radiation gases under vacuum conditions. To eliminate this prob- 
and gaseous conduction and thus of relatively low order. lem, a solid iilm lubrication, such as a flash coating of 
For temperatures at plate 17 equal to or greater than 15 light Teflon film, may be providcd on ths contact f2,ces 
the predetermined temperature, the bi-metallic strip as- of the plugs 13, B4 without the introduction of serious in- 
sembly operates to move the contact plug 14 into engage- creases in thermal resistance thereat. More preferably, 
ment with the contact plug 13 to thereby establish a high however, the seizure problem is obviated in accordance 
conductivity thermal conduction path from the plate 17 with the present invention by the selective production of 
to the plate E2, such path extension through the mounting 20 a surface contaminating gaseous environment within the 
ring 22, assembly of foil strips 33, and thermal contact case at the predetermined switch closures temperatures. 
plugs 13, 14, to the plate 12 wherefrom the excess More particularly, a gaseous environment is only provided 
heat is effectively dissipated by conduclion, radiation, or under closed switch conditions (viz., at the predetermined 
both. Some degree of adjustment in the predetermined closure temperatures) the gaseous environment being non- 
closure temperature may be facilitated, if desired, by 25 existent under open switch conditions such that the dc- 
providing for the selective longitudinal positioning of plug sired minimized gaseous conductance within the case is 
13  relative to plug 14. More particularly, as the relative preserved. To the foregoing ends, certain low vapor pres- 
longitudinal spacing between the plugs is increased, so sure greases or subliming plastics having melting points 
is the temperature at which switch closure is eEected. of the order of the predetermined switch closure tempera- 
Accordingly, the plate 12 may, for example, be sealably 30 ture may be disposed within the case to provide the desired 
secured to the case 18 at varied longitndinal positions gaseous environment for preventing surface seizure when 
relative to the end of the case to, in turn, provide varied the contact plugs are in engagement. For example, cer- 
relative spacings between the plugs and correspondingly tain aromatic hydrocarbons, such as anthracene or phen- 
varied closure temperatures. Annular sealing elements anthrene posses vapor pressure and melting point charac- 
(not shown) of graded thickness may, for example, be 35 teristics which are particularly suited to various outer 
interposed between the plate 12 and case 18 to vary the space applications of the switch of the prcsent invention. 
longitudinal position of the plate relative to the end of the Anthracene has a melting point of 421" F. and a vapor 
case. A similar variation in closure temperature may, pressure of 2x10-6 millimeters of mercury at 68" F., 
of course, be alternatively effected through the employ- while the corresponding values for phenailthrene are 
ment of annular sealing elements of graded thickness be- 40 213" F. and 6~ 10-5 millimeters of mercury at  68" F. 
tween the ring 22 and end of the case. In addition, var- Moreover, these compounds may be mixed to obtain a 
ious bellows mounting arrangements may be employed continuous variation in the melting point of the mixture 
in the securance of the case to either the plate I2 or the between the two temperature limits specificed above to 
ring 22 to facilitate continuous variation in the relative correspond to a range of typical upper operating tempera- 
longitudinal positions of the plugs 13, 14 and correspond- 45 ture limits of various design applications in which the 
ingly, in switch closure temperature. thermal switch may be employed. It is of particular 

In order that the switch controlled heat transfer be- importance to note that these compounds, or mixtures 
tween the plates 17 and 12 provide the desired heat con- thereof, contribute required vapor pressure to the case 
servation and dissipating action at the plate 17 in an ex- interior below a particular melting point temperature se- 
tremely effective manner, it will be appreciated that heat 50 lected to correspond to an operating temperature limit 
coupling bctween the plates 12 and 17, in addition to being at which switch closure is effected. When the op- 
made as high as possible by the establishment of a high erating temperature limit is reached, or exceeded, 
conductivity conduclion path through the contact plugs and closure of the switch is effected. the additive 
when they are engaged, should be made as low as pos- material within the case sublimes and produces a gaseous 
sible when the contact plugs are disengaged. Accord- 55 contaminating atmosphere therein which is effective in 
ingly, it is desirable that radiation coupling and gaseous preventing surface seizure of the switch contacts. It will 
conductance within the case 18 should be minimized to the be thus appreciated that the provision of an additive of 
maximum extent possible. In accordance with the present the foregoing type within the case 18 insures reliable op- 
invention, decreased radiation coupling is advantageously eration of the switch under vacuum conditions such as 
facilitated by the provision of low emittance surfaces exist in outer space. 
within the case. More particularly, the interior surface While the invention has been described hereinbefore 
of the case, and interiorly facing surfaces of the piate 12, with respect to a preferred embodiment, it will be apprc- 
bi-metallic strips 28, foil strip groups 32, etc., are prefer- ciated that various modifications and changes may be 
ably of low emittance. With regard to minimized gaseous made therein within the spirit and scope of the invention, 
conductance within the case 18, the interior volume there- 65 and thus it is not desired to limit the invention except by 
of is preferably maintained at a low pressure. Where the the terms of the following claims. 
switch is employed in connection with space missions, it What is claimed is: 
will be appreciated that in the rarified atmosphere of outer 1. A thermal switch comprising a pjate of thermally 
space, the gaseous conductance is of low order at the conducting material having an integral thermal con~act 
relatively low environmental pressures involved. For 70 projecting therefrom, a ring of thermally conducliilg ma- 
such applications, the enclosed volume of the case B8 terial parallel to and spaced from slid plate, said ring 
is accordingly advantageously vented to atmosphere, as secured to a thermally conducting surface and in heat ex- 
by means of vent holes 36 provided throngh the piate change relation thereto, a tubular housing of thermally ;c- 
12 at positions of comnlunication with the case interior, suiating material connectir~g said plate sr?d ling. said E > r 3 i t ~ -  
to equalize the pressure of the case interior with that of 75 ing in coaxial outwardly radially spnced relation to szid 
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contact, a second thermal contact disposed within said 7. A thermal switch according to claim 6, further de- 
housing in coaxial alignment with said first contact, a fined by said means for maintaining a surface film between 
first heat conducting m e u s  securing said second contact said plugs comprising a low vapor pressure material dis- 
to said ring, said first heat conducting means consisting of posed within said case and having a sublimation tempera- 
a bi-metallic member operable to move said second con- 5 ture of the order of said closure temperature. 
tact into heat conductive engagement with said first con- 8. A thermal switch comprising a cylindrical tubular 
tact in response to temperatures equal to and in excess case of low thermal conductivity material having a low 
of a predetermined temperature below which said bi- en~ittance interior surface, a thermally conducting plate 
metallic member holds said second contact in spaced rela- secured to one end of said case in closing relation thereto 
tion to said first contact, a second heat conducting means 10 and having a cylindrical thermal contact plug projecting 
consisting of a flexible ther--a1 conductor connecting therefrom coaxially into said case, the interior surfaces 
said second contact and said ring to establish a higher of said plate having a low emittance, a thermally con- 
conductivity heat transfer path therebetween compared to ducting ring hawing an outwardly flared flange at one 
the path provided by said bi-metallic member, whereby end and an inwardly flared flange at the other end, said 
said contacts are engaged when the ring temperature is 15 inwardly flared flange coaxially secured to the second end 
equal to or greater than said predetermined temperature of said case, said inwardly flared flange having grooves 
to thereby effect substantial heat transfer between said in its proximal surface relative said case extending radially 
ring and plate, and said contacts are disengaged when the from the inner periphery of the inwardly flared flange at 
ring temperature is less than said predetermined tempera- points of 90" circun~ferential displacement, a thermally 
ture to thereby minimize heat transfer beween said ring 20 conductive wall surface secured to said outwardly flared 
and plate. flange of said ring in closing relation thereto and thereby 

2. A thermal k t c h  according to claim 1 further de- defining an enclosed volume with said case and plate, 
fined by said bi-metallic member being defined by a plu- means for venting said enclosed volume to atmosphere, 
rality of bi-metallic strips radially secured to said ring a second cylindrical thermal contact plug coaxially dis- 
and second contact. 2s posed within said case, a plurality of bimetallic strips 

3. A thermal switch accordi21g to claim 1, further de- inwardly secured to said second plug and defining a cruci- 
fined by said flexible thermal conductor comprising a plu- form, said strips respectively outwardly disposed within 
rality of grocps of superposed metallic foil strips radially said grooves aild providing a low heat transfer path be- 
secured to said second contact and said ring. tween said second plug and ring, said strips operative to 

4. A thernlal switch comprising a thermally conductive 30 position said second plug out of engagement with said 
plate, a cylindrical thermaliy conductive contact plug in- firslt plug at temperatures below a predetermined temper- 
tegrally projecting from said plde, a thermally conductive ature and to position said second p!z~g in engagement with 
ring adapted for attachment to a thernlally conducting said first plug at temperatures equal to and above said 
surface, said ring parallel to and spaced from said first predetermined temperature, said strips having low emit- 
plate in caaxial relation to said plug, a cylindrical tubular 35 tance proximal surfaces and high enlittance distal surfaces 
case of thermally insulating material connecting said plate relative said case, and a plurality of flexible thermally 
and said ring, a second cylindrical thermally conductive conductive strips inwardly secured to said second plug 
contact p l ~ ~ g  disposed within said case in coaxial and a defining a cruciform displaced 45" from that defined 
with said &st plug, a plurality of bi-metAfic defin- by said bi-metallic strips, said conductive strips outwardly 
ing a cruciform radially securing said second plug to said 40 secured to the distal face of said inwardly flared flange 
ring and providing a low heat transfer path therebetween, relative said case and providing a high heat transfer path 
said bi-met&ic strips operable to move said second plug between said second plug and said ring, said conductive 
into and oat of heat conductive engagement with said first strips having low emittance proximal surfaces relative said 
plug in response to temperature variations respectively case. 
above and below a predetermined closure tempewture, and 45 9. A thermal switch according to claim 8, further de- 
a plurality of high thermal conductance flexible strips fined by said bi-metallic strips being freely disposed within 
defining a cruciform radially said ring and said grooves to facilitate flat uniform contact between 
second plug and angularly displaced 45" relative to said said plugs. 
bi-metallic strips and providing a high heat transfer path 10. A thermal switch according to claim 8, further de- 
therebetween. 50 iined by means for selectively varying the relative longi- 
5. A thermal switch according to claim 4, further de- tudinal positions of said plugs to vary said predetermined 

fined by the interior surfaces d said *late and said case temperature at which of said plugs 
11. A thermal switch according to claim 8, further de- and the inwardly facing surfaces of said bi-metallic strips fined by a low vapor material disposed ~ u i t h i n  and said high thermal conductance strips being of low 

emittan=, and by the outwardly facing surfaces of said 55 said enclosed volume having a sublimation temperature 
bi-metdlic strips being of high emittance to minimize radi- of the order of said predetermined temperature. 

ation coupling interiorly of said case while providing maxi- 
mized radiation coupling interiorly of said case while pro- References Cited by the Examiner 
viding maximized radiation coupling between sad bi-metal- 
lic strips and said .thermally conducting surface to which UNITED STATES PATENTS 
said ring is secured. 1,703,803 12/29 Widstrom --------------- 236-1 

6. A thtXmal switch according to claim 49 furlher de- 9363,375 11/44 Wild ----- 165-96 
fined by means within said case for maintaining a sur- 2,451,903 10/48 Bauman 165-96 
face film between said dugs under conditions of low Dres- . 

sure and temperatures dqua to or greater than said closure 65 CHARLES SUKALO, Primary Examiner. 
temperature to thereby prevent seizure of said plugs. 




